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A Wild Spirituality of Nature

The Course and the Questions

The two Johnnies—Muir and Burroughs—carried their traditional (Scotch-Irish Christian) beliefs into the wilds and 
those beliefs were transformed into a new understanding of the human place in the universe.  Their dangerous, 
heretical sense of radical interrelationship with the world continues to challenge us one-hundred years after their 
dissolution (death).  What did they leave us?  What is enduring and endearing in their philosophies and practice?  In 
this chapter of the course we will turn the most revolutionary pages of their thought and saunter both on and off their 
trail to discover fresh pathways for our own wild thinking and living.  We will grow each class around fundamental 
questions (see below). 

This is the sixth session in this course exploring the energetic, enthusiastic, even explosive thought and writings of 
the two great naturalists (surrounded by the great women and men who shaped them).  Whether you’ve taken the 
course before or are new to this, there will be plenty of Muir and Burroughs materials to enjoy for all.  As usual, 
students can choose as much or as little to read outside of class.  The website is available for exchange of ideas 
and resources.  We will continue our “tradition” of reading selections in class and participating in both lecture and 
discussion.  Prepare for some wild searching, scrambling and sauntering! 

Welcome to the Journey!

Chris

Major Questions (paths to explore. . .or to cut through the thicket):

What is the relationship between Religion/Spirituality and Nature?

What happens when one’s beliefs are “infected” with wildness?



What happens when “God” (the “divine,” “sacred,” “holy”) is identified with Nature (when God becomes Nature/
Nature becomes God)?  What happens to World Religions, to Science, to Human Community, the human person, to 
daily life, etc.?

Where does Muir’s and Burroughs’ “pantheism” lead us on the trail. . .do we/God absorb/dissolve/merge with the 
paths and trails?

What language/semantics can we use/invent that make sense of our experience?

What if theism/agnosticism/atheism (all “isms”) evaporate/become irrelevant?  What’s next?

What would non-anthropomorphic spirituality look like?  (when the universe does not look like the human species, or 
revolve around us?)

Is world wisdom, particularly in the mystical traditions, helpful, or not?  If so, in what ways?

Can there be “non-theistic spirituality” (god-less religion)?  If so, how can that be practiced in the real world?

Can theists and non-theists (believers in the supernatural and believers in the natural) find or build some kind of 
community together?  What are some ways that could be created, nurtured and sustained?

What questions do YOU bring to this adventure of ideas?


